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THE STUDY OF ANCIENT HISTORY

IN THE SOVIET UNION

EMILY GRACE KAZAKEVICH

ON the night of Decemher 28, 1941, Sergei Aleksandrovich Zhe-
belev, distinguished scholar in ancient history and member of

the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., died in his native city of
Leningrad, which was then under siege by the Nazis. The seventy-
three year old scholar, whose half-century of scientific activity was di
vided nearly equally between the pre-Revolutionary and Soviet regimes,
was part of the living tradition of Russian intellectual achievement, for
which the October Revolution represented not so much the end of an
eraas the opening of a vastly extended field of activity and development.
Under the new regime, Zhehelev continued to turn out new scientific
work and new, Soviet scholars. The record of Soviet achievement in the
field of ancient history is partly the record of Zhehelev and his contem
poraries, pardy that of their many students, the new, Soviet generation.

It is this record that the present article will attempt to survey. The
term "ancient history" is here taken as including the histories of ancient
Egypt, Mesopotamia and neighboring lands on the eastern shore of the
Mediterranean, Anatolia, Greece, and Rome. There is very little in
English on Soviet studies in this field, nothing of a generally descriptive
nature. The recendy published anniversary volume. Twenty-five Years
of Historical Studies in the U.S.S.R., provides a useful summary of the
subject in Russian in the article by M. A. Korostovtsev, "25 Years of
Studies in Ancient History." ^ The same volume contains three articles
summarizing Soviet studies in the prehistoric archaeology of the terri
tory of the U.S.S.R.,^ which lies outside the scope of our survey. Aside
from Korostovtsev's article, which has a rather rich supply of biblio
graphical references, there were available to the author several issues of
Soviet journals and a number of books, monographs, and other publica
tions. Although coverage is by no means complete, it is hoped that

1 "Uucheniye istorii drevnevo mira za 25 let," Dvadtsai pyat let istaricheskoi nauki v SSSR
pp. 189-208. This volume, publish^ m 1942 ^ the Institute of History of the Academy of Sciences
of the U.S.S.R. and edited by V. P. Volgin, E. V. Tarle, and A. M. Pankratova, contains eighteen
articles summarizing the different fields and subfields of Soviet historical studies. The article on
ancient history is, with one exception, the longest of the eighteen.

as. V. Kiselev, "25 let sovetskoi arkheologii" (25 Years of Soviet Archaeology), pp. 41-53;
V. I. Avdiyev, "Istoriko-arkheologicheskoye izucheniye drevnevo Kavkaza" (Historical-Archaeo
logical Studies of the Ancient Caucasus), pp. 54-65; idem, "Istoriko-arkheologicheskoye izucheniye
srednei Azii" (Historical-Archaeological Studies of Central Asia), pp. 65-77. For an English
summary of the article by Kiselev, see American Journal of Archaeology, Vol. XLVIII No 1
(January-March 1944), pp. 101-104. '
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40 AMERICAN REVIEW ON THE SOVIET UNION

where formerly there may have been only a few disconnected fragments
of information, there wHl now be for the interested American student a
more coherent picture of Soviet scholarly production in the field as a
whole.

Before taking up the work of Soviet scholars on the various phases of
the history of the ancient world, something should be said about the
philosophic approach to historical studies in the Soviet Union. The
approach is, of course, a Marxist one, that is, it is based on dialectical
and historical materialism.® For the historian this means that the partic
ular segment of human history which engages his attention is considered,
not as an isolated, static phenomenon, derivative from and conforming to
certain intellectual or ethical patterns, but as a part of a continuous
social process, the direction of whose development and the character of
whose cultural institutions are determined ultimately by the changing
nature of the conditions of material life.

For the Marxist historian the material base forms the point of depar
ture for the analysis of all social structures in their historical develop
ment. Forhim the slave societies of the ancient Near East, Greece, and
Rome represent a definable stage in human history; and the origin,
development, decay, and final disappearance of these societies reflect,
ultimately, changes in the mode of production—i.e., changes in the tools
and techniques with which men produced their material livelihood, and
the consequent changes in men's relationships to these tools.

Although socio-economic history thus must occupy a central position
in the Soviet approach to history, it by no means occupies the whole
canvas. According to Marxist historical theory, ideas and political and
cultural institutions are derived from material conditions, but they also
act upon and influence them, and so play a role in social development.
Friedrich Engels, one of the founders of this theory, wrote in a letter to
a friend: Political, juridical, philosophical, religious, literary, artistic,
etc., development is based on economic development. But all these react
upon one another and also upon the economic base. ... It is not, as
people try here and there conveniently to imagine, that the economic
position produces an automatic effect. Men make their history them
selves, only in given surroundings which condition it and on the basis
of actual relations already existing, among which the economic rela
tions, however much they may be influenced by the other political and
ideological ones, are still ultimately the decisive ones, forming the red

®For the best brief statement of the essence of this philosophic approach and its application
to social science, kc Joseph Stalin, Dialectical and Historical Materialism, New York (Inter
national Publishers), 1940.
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thread which runs through them and alone leads to understanding.' ^
As in all other phases of Soviet life, the element of collective planning

for the achievement of certain long- and short-term goals enters into the
field of historical studies. In ancient history the long-term goal of
Soviet scholarship is nothing less than the reworking of the whole subject
on the basis of a thorough study of the vast material already accumulated
in their ovra country and abroad and of the new discoveries of Soviet
scholars. This project is already taking concrete shape in the plan of
the Academy of Sciences to publish a History of the World in many vol
umes. In 1938 the journal Marxist Historian carried a proposed outline
for this work,® five volumes (II-VI) of which are to be devoted to the
ancient world: Volume II to the orient. III to Greece up to the death of
Alexander, IV to the Hellenistic period, V and VI to Rome. In the
same year a large section of one issue of tlie Review of Ancient History
(1938, No. 3) was taken up by a discussion of this preliminary outline.
The discussion included an analysis of the Cambridge Ancient History,
Eduard Meyer's Geschichte des Altertums, and the relevant parts of the
Histoire generate edited by G. Glotz, as well as proposals for the treat
ment of the various subfields by different Soviet historians. Volume II,
edited by V. V. Struve, A. Ranovich, V. I. Avdiyev, and M. A. Koro-
stovtsev, and part of the volumes devoted to Greece and Rome, under the
editorship of Zhebelev, A. Mishulin, and Mashkin, were finished just
before the outbreak of the war in 1941.

A more immediately pressing task for Soviet ancient historians was
presented by the need of new teachers and textbooks for the rapidly
growing school and university population. By the 1938-39 school year
the number of pupils in elementary and secondary schools was 31,517,-
375—four times greater than in 1914-15; ininstitutions of higher learning
the 1938-39 enrollment was over 600,000—six times larger than in 1914.®
This meant that whole armies of new teachers had to be trained and new,
Soviet textbooks written on many different subjects, including history
texts on the ancient orient, Greece, and Rome.

Much of what was produced in the twenties and early thirties, how
ever, under the influence of the historical school of M. N. Pokrovski,
had to be done over again, or at least extensively revised. The followers

* Engels to Starkenburg, January 25. 1894, in Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, Co^r-
spondence, 1846-1895, A Selection, New York (International Publishers), 1936, pp. 517-518. The
Soviet scholar A. Mishulin writes in an editorial article in the Vestnik drevnet istorii (Review of
Ancient History) that "problems of the history of culture, of the role of ideas in social develop
ment" should be mastered by cultural workers in the U.S.S.R. as part of their "cultural inheri
tance from the past" VDI for 1938, No. 3(4), p. 21.

^ Istorik-Marksist, 1938, No. 3.
" Eugene Medynsky, "Schools and Education in the U.S.S.R.," American Sociological Reviea,

Vol. IX, No. 3 (June 1944), pp. 288, 289.
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of Pokrovski earned the title of "liquidators of historical science" by
their adherence to the following two-fold theory of history. In the first
place, they held that individuals, their personalities and their actions,
were of no importance; only schematized mass movements and tenden
cies had any place in history. Hence in their hands history was trans
formed into "empty sociologizing."'' In the second place, they tended to
judge phenomena of the past only from the point of view of their value
in the present. For example, they would hold that because the institu
tion of slavery would be altogether reactionary and nonsensical in mod
em industrial society, therefore, any social formation in the past that
rested on slavery was in all respects and at all stages of development
reactionary and nonsensical. "From the point of view of the 'school'
of Pokrovski . . . nothing would be left of history except 'nonsense,' i.e.,
this would mean the complete liquidation of historical science." ® With
the removal of this nihilistic influence in historical studies, specialists in
the various fields set to work to repair the damage. By the end of the
thirties a whole new crop of texts had appeared, including several in
ancient history, for different school levels.

THE INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

The institutional framework within which all this work is planned
and carried out was also basically reorganized in the late thirties. Today
the main centers of research in ancient history are to be found in or con
nected with the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.: the Institute of
History, which has a special division of ancient history; the Institute of
Oriental Studies, with a seminar on the ancient orient; the Institute of
the History of Material Culture (formerly the G.A.I.M.K., or State
Academy of the History of Material Culture), under whose auspices
much of the archaeological field work is conducted; the Institute of
Language and Thought; and the Academies of the Union Republics.

Outside of the Academy there are the museums and universities,
chief among which are the State Hermitage Museum in Leningrad and
the A. S. Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts in Moscow, and the historical
faculties of Moscow and Leningrad State Universities. Aside from the
reports, bulletins, proceedings, etc., published hy the various institutions
already named, there is one journal covering the field as a whole, the

' A. M, Pankratoya, "Sovetskaya istoricheskayanauka za 25 let i zadachi istorikov v usloviyakh
yehkoi otechestvennoi voiny" (25 Years of Soviet Historical Science and the Tasks pf Historians
in Conditions of the Great Patriotic War), Dvadtsat pyat let istoricheskoi nauki v SSSR, p. 9.

8 A. Mishulin, op. dt., pp. 19-20.
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Revieiv of Ancient History, a quarterly which started publication in
1937.®

Some idea of the coverage of this journal may be obtained by a glance
at the contents of an issue taken at random. Issue No. 4 (5) for 1938
contains articles, reviews, and archaeological notes dealing with a wide
range of subjects, from the agricultural communes of ancient Mesopo
tamia (by N. M. Nikolski) to Byzantine history and research at home
and abroad. In the section entitled "Reviews and Bibliography" there
is a critical review of Allan Chester Johnson's Roman Egypt to the Reign
of Diocletian (by A. Ranovich) and a six-page-long listing of articles
from French, British, and American journals published during 1937.
With regard to subjects treated the emphasis varies from issue to issue,
but the range isconsistendy wide, and die interest in material published
abroad is evidently lively.

Although Soviet studies in ancient history have touched on all major
phases of that subject, some areas have been more intensively cultivated
than others. This unevenness is partly due to political and geographical
stringencies, and partly to the weight of inheritance from the past.
Russian ancient historians of the pre-Revolutionary period and Soviet
ancient historians since 1917 have to a large extent concentrated their
attention on the study of the ancient cultures in the Black Sea area and
the Near East.

Several of the scholars who worked in these two fields before 1917 are
highly regarded in the Soviet Union today. One may mention here a
few names that will he known in the United States also. For the Black
Sea area there are Latyshev, Stern, and Farmakovski;^" for the ancient
orient, M. V. Nikolski, Marr, Shileiko, and Turayev. In recent years
ancient oriental studies in the U.S.S.R. have expanded tosuch an extent
that shortly before the Nazi invasion the founding of a new journal
that would be devoted entirely to this field was being seriously con
sidered.^^ Our suiyey^ll begin^ wit^^ ancient orient, proceeding
. R^sian title, see n.N above. The autL'r'of the present article has not seen any
issues of this journal later than 1940, but references in Korostovtsev's article (cited above) indi
cate that it continued to be published during the early and most difficult part of the war. It may
interest American scholars, whose reading public is relatively narrow, to learn that the number
of copies printed in 1939 (No. 1) was 20,300, a 4,300 increase over the preceding issue (1938
No. 4). '

In discussing the contributions of the late Academician S. A. Zhebelev to Russian studies
of the ancient cultures in the Black Sea area, Professor Mishulin remarks that Russian scholars
have for a long time held front-rank ^sitions in this field: "Without the work of Russian schol
ars, especially of Latyshev . . . and Rostovtzeff, even today it would be impossible to approach
the study of such cultural formations as Olbia . . . Chersonesus . . . the kingdom of the
Bosporus." "S. A. Zhebelev v russkoi nauke po drevnei istorii" (S. A. Zhebelev in the Russian
Science of Ancient History), Istortcheskt chnrnal, 1944, No. 1, p. 75. For Soviet appreciation of
the work of earlier Russian scholars in ancient history, see Mishulin's article on the "Letracv of
Russian Science in Ancient History," VDI, 1938, No. 3(4), pp. 25-35.

Korostovtsev, op. cit..p. 193. For a summary of Soviet studies on the ancient orient up to
1937, see V. V. Struve. "Izuchemye istorii drevnevo Vostoka v SSSR za period 1917-1937 ffcr»»
VDI, 1938, No. 1, pp. 13 ff.
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geographically south from the Caucasus, through Anatolia and Meso
potamia to Egypt.

In ancient oriental studies, as in the study of ancient society as a
whole, a subject of primary interest to Soviet students is that of the
socio-economic substructure. In contrast to the opinion held by some
scholars in western Europe and America, the prevailing opinion among
Soviet scholars is that the social structures of the ancient states in Egypt,
Mesopotamia, Persia, like those of Greece and Rome, were based on the
institution of slavery, and not on feudal or semi-feudal social relation
ships. Beyond this area of general agreement there is considerable dif
ference of opinion among Soviet scholars as to the specific character of
slavery in the ancient orient, as distinct from slavery in Greece and
Rome. The fundamental position on this question was largely worked
out by the leading Soviet orientalist, V. V. Struve;^^ contributions to the
discussion have also been made by N. M. Nikolski,^® I. M. Lurye,^^
V. I. Avdiyev,^® M. A. Korostovtsev,^® and several others.
CAUCASUS AND URARTU

The Gaucasus region has been subject to archaeological and linguistic
investigation by Russian scholars since well before the Revolution, and
work in this area has been developed further under the Soviet regime.
It has been known for some time that the population of this region had
at an early date considerable intercourse with neighboring peoples in
Asia, and part of the territory occupied today by Soviet Armenia and
Georgia was in the eighth century E.G. included in the kingdom of
Urartu (or Khaldia), whose capital was near the present-day Lake Van
in Turkish Armenia. In recent years the Soviet archaeologist Kuftin
has found in Georgia remains of a culture that antedates the Urartu
period and may go back to the second millennium or even earlier.^^ In
the study of the Khaldian language (^the language of Urartu) and cul-

".See his.: "Ocherki sotsialno-ekonomicheskoi istorii drevnevo Vostoka" (Studies in the Socio-
Economic History of the p^cient Orient), Bulletin of the State Academy of the Ht/tory OTM^ertal Cu/fiire ((kA.I.M.K.), 1934, issue no. 97; "Problema zarozhdeniya, razvitiya i up ,
raboyladelcheskikh obshchesty drevnevo Vostoka" (The Problem of tbe OriRin, Deyelopment ana
Decline of the Slave Societies of the Ancient Orient), Bulletin of the G.A.I.M.K.,
no. 77, Kh^tskoye obshchestvo kak tip voyennovo rabovladelcheskovo obshchestva \ gy
Society as a Type of Military Slave Society), Bulletin of the G.A.I.M.K., 1934, issue no.

""Rabstvo V drevnem Dvurcchye" (Slavery in Ancient Mesopotamia), VDI, 1941, No. •
. probleme domashncvo rabstva v drevnem Yegiptc"' (On the Problem of Domestic Slaveryin Ancient Egypt), VDI, 1941, No. I. See also his article on "The Value of a Slave m Anci
Egypt" in VDI for 1938, No. 4 (5). . ^

"Rabovladeniye na drevnem Vostoke" (Slave Ownership in the Ancient "^Vostoke"
srednet shkole, 1934, No. 2; "Selskaya obshchina i iskusstvennoye orosheniye
(The Agricultural Commune and Artificial Irrigation in the Ancient Orient),
1934, No. 6. .

.... T7<Tvnt in
Rabst7>o V drevnem Yepiptc v epokhn XVIJI dinastii (Slaverv m Ancient i-»yi

Period of the Eighteenth Dynasty), a dissertation still unpublished in 1942. issledov '̂
Kuftin's finds were reported in Kratkiye soohshchentya o dokladakh L giso the

ntyakh, Institute of the History of Material Culture, Moscow, 1940, Vol. yj-A*- 2 above,
-.-summary by V. I. Avdiyev of archaeological investigations in the Caucasus c.
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tural remains Soviet scholars are continuing the work of distinguished
predecessors. Prominent in this field before 1917 were the Assyrioloaist
M. V. Nikolski and the philologist N. Y. Marr. The latter specialized
in the study of the Khaldian language as related to the Japhetic language
group, direct descendants of which he found among languages still
spoken in the Gaucasus. His work has been continued by his student
N. Meshchaninov. An outstanding student of the Khaldian language,
writing, and antiquities is B. Piotrovski, who has written the chapter on
Urartu for Volume II of the History of the World.^^
THE JAPHETIC THEORY

The linguistic theory developed by the late Academician N. Marr is
held in high esteem in the U.S.S.R., where it has influenced the work
of historians and linguists beyond the field in which Marr himself was
chiefly active.^® The Japhetic theory has received scant attention out
side the Soviet Union and practically none in academic circles in the
United States. Adetailed account of its linguistic techniques and con
clusions lies outside the scope of this article, hut some of its more general
aspects and influences may be noted here.

Marr s special field of study was the languages, ancient and modem,
of the Gaucasus region. From his investigations of these languages he
concluded that, together with certain geographically scattered but lin
guistically related languages in western Europe and Gentral Asia, they
formed a distinct group, called "Japhetic" on the analogy of the Semitic
and Hamitic groups. To explain the peculiar geographic distribution
of these related languages, some of which are today found in isolated
islands in the Pyrenees and Pamir regions, Marr at first assumed an

ethnic dispersion from the neighborhood of Mount Ararat, the remains
of which were for the most part obliterated by new tribal migrations of
Indo-Europeans and Semites. Later, however, he rejected the racial
assumption at the basis of this hypothesis and aclopted an altogether dif
ferent approach to the problem.

In broad terms, the new approach rested on a theory of linguistic
development that was essentially an application of the general philo
sophic approach to history already described, i.e., historical materialism.
Two main principles were involved: (1) that individual groups of

" See also his article, "Urartskoye gosudarstvo vo vtoroi polovine VIII v do n e " CTTr.rt..
in the Second Half of the Eighth Century B.C.), VDI, 1939, No. 1. (Urartu

and vol. LAV (IVJIK r.v. yateticheshaya teonya," pp. 809-827. Both articles contain biblio-
g^raphical references. For a recent appraisal of Marr's theory as opposed to those of the "InHo
European school" of linguistics, see pp. 21-22 of the article by S P Ohnnrski tirusskovo yazka za 25 let' (Russian Languages Studies for 25 Years) in' hroestia Aha^mli
SSSR, Otdeleniye hteratury i yaayka. Vol. Ill (1944), issue No. 1. naiife
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related languages shouldnot be considered as insulated "families" whose
members evolved from a single parent, or Ursfrache, hut rather that
they should be regarded as systems of languages whose kinship resulted
from the socio-economic and cultural interrelationships of the people
who spoke them; (2) that the process of linguistic change is primarily
not one of the sprouting of branches from a single parent stem according
to phonetic laws quite unconnected with external circumstances, but
rather that linguistic change and development take place largely as a
result of socio-economic intercourse, and languages pass through stages
of development which can be classified and related to socio-economic
stages of development. The study of the various stages of growth of a
developed language he called linguistic "paleontology." Thus Marr
came to the conclusion that the Japhetic language group, or "system,"
represents an early stage of development, corresponding to a certain
socio-economic stage of development of the population in the Mediter
ranean area. That in some parts of Europe and the Near East this stage
was not "outgrown" could he explained by the isolation and consequent
backwardness of the peoples involved.

It can be seen that the application of Marr's theory required the co
ordinated study of archaeological, linguistic, and ethnological factors,
since all these factors were, according to the theory, involved in the
process of linguistic change. Eurthermore, the Japhetic theory, as it
came to he called, has a bearing on questions other than linguistic. For
example, it tends to minimize the role of migrations and conquests, which
have figured large in both ancient and modern mythology as agents of
cultural fertilization. Although Soviet historians do not deny the his
torical reality of tribal migrations and the importance of their influence
on the communities with which they came in contact, they do not con
sider these movements to be the factor mainly responsible for social
change.^"
MESOPOTAMIA AND ANATOLIA

In the study of ancient Mesopotamia-Sumeria, Babylonia, Assyria—
besides M. Nikolski and Marr, V. Shileiko did important work on lan
guages and inscriptions, both before and after 1917. His student,
A. Riftin, translated and published the Babylonian juridical and admin
istrative documents in Soviet collections.^^ I. Dyakonov, lecturer on
Assyrian language in the Leningrad State University, wrote the chapter

20 For brief discussions of this point see V. V. Struve and I. L. Snegirev in their preface to
Turayev's Istoriya drevnevo Vostoka (History of the Ancient Orient), Vol. I, pp. xi-xii; and
V. Sergeyev, Istoriya drevnei Gretsii (History of Ancient Greece) (Moscow, 1939), p. 35.

2^ Starovavitonskiye yuridicheskiye i administrativnyic dokiivienty v sobraniyakh SSSR, 1937.
This work was reviewed, by I. Dyakonov in VDI, 1940, No. 3-4.
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on Assyrian history for Volume II of the History of the World. N. M.
Nikolski has followed in his father's footsteps as a student of ancient
Mesopotamia, with socio-economic problems of that area as his special
field. He is the author of the chapter on Babylonian religion and cul
ture in Volume II of the world history, and of the article "Babylonia"
in the Large Soviet Encyclo'pedia.

In Hittite studies Shileiko again ranks high for his work on inscrip
tions, and Marr for his study of the Hittite language. Borozdin, N.
Nikolski, and Struve have published studies on the Hittite legal code,
and Korostovtsev wrote the chapter on the history of the Hittites for the
History of the World, as well as the chapteron the Hittites for Struve's
new university text on the history of the ancient orient. Persian studies
are represented by A. Freiman and M. Dyakonov; the latter wrote the
chapter on Persia under the Achaemenids for Volume II of the world
history. Struve was in 1942 working on a study of the Persian social
system in the Achaemenid period.^^

Soviet studies in early Jewish history have laid considerable em
phasis on the Jewish religion and have, in the work of N. Nikolski,
taken the form ofBiblical criticism, in which religious themes are studied
in relation to the socio-economic foundations of ancient Jewish society.^®
Other scholars in this field are Frank-Kamenetski and Ranovich, whose
history of the ancient Jewish religion was published in 1937. For the
stress laid on Marxist Biblical criticism, Korostovtsev gives this reason:
"Biblical history has always served as a refuge for the idealist interpre
tation of many questions in the history of the ancient orient, primarily,
of course, in the ancient history of the Jewish people." In the field of
Semitics, Borisov, Shileiko, and Krachkovski have published a series of
Aramaic, South Arabic, and Punic inscriptions in Soviet collections.®®
SOVIET EGYPTOLOGISTS

Since the death of B. Turayev in 1920, the "dean" of Egyptologists in
the Soviet Union has been V. V. Struve, whose name, already mentioned
several times in this survey, is well known abroad for his publication of
tire Moscow Mathematical Papyrus.®® Struve's general erudition, his
ability to work with primary sources in several ancient languages, and his

Korostovtsev, op. ext., p. 196.
2® For a list of Nikolski's numerous studies of the early history and religion of the Jewish

people, sw VDI, 194^ No. 3-4, p. 263: see also his article, "Problemy kritiki biblii v sovetskoi
nauke (Problems of Biblical Criticism m Soviet Science), VDI, 1938, No. 1.

2* Korostovtsev, op. ext., p. 196.
^ bulletin of the Russian Academy of the History of Material Culture, 1921, and Bulletin of

the Acadexny of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., 1932-36.

/n ^Papyrus des Staatlichen Musextms der Schocncn Kuexiste in Moskatt
rn-iif n sur Geschichie der Mathematik; Abtheilung A: Quellen, Band 1). Berlin,1930. Reviewed by T. Eric Peet in the Journal of Egyptxan Archaeology, Vol. XVII, pp. 154-160.
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wide range of interests have made him active and productive in more
than one branch of oriental studies. In Egyptology, aside from his work
on the Moscow Mathematical Papyrus, he translated into Russian and
wrote a commentary on the Leyden Papyrus containing the so-called
prophecy or admonitions" of Ipuwer. This document, according to
Struve, describes conditions of revolt that could only have obtained at
the end of the Middle Kingdom, before the coming of the Hyksos, and
not in the so-called "Dark Ages" at the end of the Old Kingdom, as some
scholars have thought.^^ Also by Struve is a study on the Egyptian his
torian of the Ptolemaic period, Manetho;*® in recent years he has been
working on the demotic texts in Soviet collections.

Aside from his own extensive researches on special subjects, Struve
has, like Zhebelev and others of the older generation of scholars, per
sonally trained or influenced many young Soviet Egyptologists. He has
also taken part in the collective effort to provide the schools, the univer
sities, and the large reading public outside these institutions in the
U.S.S.R. with textbooks and general reading matter on the ancient
world. He is the author of a university text on the history of the ancient
orient (including China and India).In 1935 Struve, together with
I. Snegirev, published a new edition ofTurayev's History of the Ancient
Orient. '̂̂ Struve has also made important contributions to Volume II
of the world history, of which he is one of the editors.

In his summary article Korostovtsev gives special mention to approxi
mately twenty Soviet scholars working in the field of Egyptology, only
a few of whom can be noticed here. In Egyptian history, besides Struve,
N. Sholpo and Perepelkin have contributed chapters to Volume II of
the world history. Sholpo's special concentration has been problems of
Egyptian chronology.®^ V. Avdiyev, besides publishing a course of lec
tures on the history of the ancient orient, has specialized in the history
of Egyptian military policy.®® Snegirev and Y. Frantsov wrote ahistory
of Eg)^t designed for the general public.®® In the field of religion and
mythology, Frantsov wrote the chapter on Egyptian religion and culture
pp. H. Breasted, ^ History of Egypt. New York, 1905.
in, 19^Tvoi" IV^Tpoa^"^^ (Manetho and His Time), Zametki collegii vostokovedov, Vol.
ancient oriS"^pufi'ish(fd^in 'vo?um?'Fof^fi? version of Struve's history of thebeinff issued under the ai°pices of^the^GTiVk""' History of the Ancient World, which was
2vols® Tnsl"orr;4s ^ L. Sneajrev,of the 1935 edition brought the bibliographirai refer™ces''un'to

raTl939 No't"'" Introduction of tL CakTdi'ln'Ancient"l?pt"
No. |r|̂ run'derye fetddle Kingdom"(FDTh"39''

sharply crmckrri;rwbyS'̂ Lu^ry?irHm:T9l8,''k"i^
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for Volume II of the world history, and the article on Egyptian religion
in the Large Soviet Encyclo-pedia. M. Matye has also specialized in this
field, and in 1940 published a volume on The Myths of Ancient Egypt.
In Egyptian art N. Elittner, V. Pavlov, and Matye have done consider
able work, and Avdiyev published a volume on archaic pottery.®''

Anumber of Soviet scholars have made special studies of the Egyptian
language and script in the light of Marr's linguistic theory. Among
them, I. Livshits has produced a big work on "determinatives in Egyp
tian writing."®® The outstanding Coptologist in the U.S.S.R. is P. V.
Yernshtedt. His name is knovm abroad for his publication of docu
ments of the Coptic period in Soviet collections.®®
BLACK SEA AREA

Although Soviet ancient historians have been very active in the field
of Egyptology, their contact with new material on the subject has nec
essarily been for the most part®^ at second hand, through foreign pub
lications, as has been the case with respect to other areas beyond the
borders of the U.S.S.R. Along the northern and eastern shores of the
Black Sea, on the other hand, Soviet investigators have had direct con
tact with the sites of ancient Greek and Roman settlements for most of
the last twenty-five years. As a result, publication of new material has
come in a fairly steady stream, recently interrupted by the brief but de
structive fascist occupation in 1941-1943.

This area was a part of the Greek and Roman world for more than a
thousand years. Its cities, mostly Greek foundations, were busy "fron
tier" trading stations, which handled at times a large commercial traffic
between the cattle and grain-raising peoples of the hinterland steppes
and the cities of the Mediterranean. Thus rich deposits of objects of
material culture were to be expected and have in fact been found here
byantiquarians and archaeologists since the beginning of the nineteenth
century.®®

Under the Soviet regime excavations have been conducted on the
sites of the Greek colonies of Olbia on the Bug River in the Ukraine

V. 1. Avdiyev, Geometric Ornament on Archaic Pottery, London, 1935.
85For reference to this and other works on Egyptian language and writing, see Korostovtsev

op. ext., p. 199, n. 7. *
^Papyri russischer und georffischcr Sammlungen. herausgegeben von Gregor Zereteli IV

Die Kome-Aphrodito-Papyri der Sammlung Lichacov. bearbeitet von Peter Jcrnstedt, Tiflis, *1927!
Reviewed by H. 1. Bell in the Jonrnal of Egyptian Archaeology, Vol. XIII, 1927, p. 269.

"Some Egyptian objects have been found on Soviet territory and Soviet scholars h
tinued the work of Tur^ev in publishing descriptions and studies of them.
appeared in English: V. 1. Avdiyev, "Egypt and Caucasus," Ancient Egypt an.. ....
Parts I, II (March, June), pp. 29-35. See Korostovtsev, op. cit., p. 198, n. 5 for a list of other

Vvedeniye v arkheologiyu:

have con-
- , A T -- One such work

in English: V. 1. Avdiyev, "Egypt and Caucasus," Ancient Egypt and the East, 1933,
II '11 ' , June), pp. 29-35. See Korosto' ' . — - - -- - -

publications on this.
88For the history of Russian archaeology, see S, A. Zhebelev,

Isioriya arkheologicheskovo znaniya (Introduction to Archaeolo^: History* of Archaeoldgical
Knowledge), Pctrograd, 1923, part 2; A. Mishulin's article in VDI, 1938, No. 3(4) referred to
above, n. 10. For a brief summary in English, see the introduction to M. I. Rostovtzeff, Iranians
and Greeks in Sonth Russia, Oxford, 1922.

I
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Cby the G.A.I.M.K. and the Academy of Sciences), Chersonesus in the
Crimea, near Sevastopol (by the Chersonesus Museum, since 1926), in
the area of the Bosporan kingdom on the Kerch peninsula (beginning
in 1932, by the C.A.I.M.K.) and at Phanagoria (by the Pushkin
Museum ofFine Arts), andon Roman sites in western Georgia and near
Yalta in the Crimea. Archaeological conferences were held at Kerch in
1926 andat Khersones in 1927. In 1939 a special conference was called
by the Institute of Archaeology of the Academy of Sciences of the
Ukrainian S.S.R. to summarize the results of the work so far.®"

In Creek epigraphy Latyshev, Nikitski, Zhebelev, and Novosadski all
began their work before 1917 and continued it under the Soviet regime,

j In the Review of Ancient History for 1938, No. 4 (5), Professor Novo
sadski reviews the first twenty years' work of Soviet epigraphists; of the
score of names mentioned here, nearly all are cited for publication of
new finds or new readings or interpretations of inscriptions previously
found in tbe Black Sea area. Latyshev continued to publish new ma-

^terial, not included in his fundamental work on Creek and Latin inscrip-
'̂tions,^® in the bulletins of the Archaeological Commission and of the

' C.A.I.M.K.^^ Novosadski has trained a number of students who are
now active in the field. One of these, to whose work Novosadski gives
considerable prominence in his review, is B. N. Crakov, whose special

' field is stamped amphora handles, necks, and tiles. Using the inventory
iof these objects in the Hermitage Museum published hy Pridik in 1917
Crakov made an analytical study of one group, vase handles with stamps
bearing the names of magistrates, a type that is frequently found on the

^north shore of the Black Sea.^® On the basis of the letter form, emblems,
and other data appearing on the stamps, Crakov was able to classify the
handles chronologically within this one group, an achievement that
added greatly to the historical value of these objects, which hitherto
"were not taken from^ the excavations at all and not described, or were
dumped in museums," where no one worked on them.^®

™This conference was reported by L. M. Slavin in VDI, 1940 No 1
"V. v. Latyshev, Insmptiones antiquae orae septentrionniu t; • • x ,

Vol. I and II, St. Petersburg, 1835-91. ^epientrtonaiis Font, Euxim graecae et lattnae,
"-Uvestiya Arkheologicheskoi kommissii, 1918. issue nn fis o r .• x- x t „

Vol. I, 1921, pp. 17-28, Vol. II. 1922, pp. 84-104 The
Latyshev's death in 1921. article cited was published after

'̂ Drevnegrecheskiye keramicheskiye kleima s imenami astinomov Moscow 1929
'aN. Novosadski, "Antichnaya epigrafika v SSSR za 20 let noiLiotyv' i^'nr iiito ht xxcn

pp. 201, 212. Also by Grakov, "Epigraficheskiye dokumentv tcoiod i ^938, No. 4(5),
Pantikapeye" (Epigraphical Documents of the Royal Tile FactnJ^
G.A.I.M.K., issue no. 104, pp. 202-210. Also in the field of reramiV^nsinn^nn •
"Stroitelnyie keramicheskiye materialy Bospora" (Structural rera2" IF. ° i F. Gmdukevich,

Mlsvestiya G.A.I.M.K., issue no. 104, pp. 211-315 (induing a f
\; Museum): an article by T. N. Knipovich in the same hunftil con afns akt ef''̂ fragments found near Elisavetinskaya Station in 1928 (pp 199^?!);"' "
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The contributions of S. A. Zhebelev to Creek epigraphy of the Black
Sea area were largely in new readings or new interpretations of material
discovered and published by others. The value of his work in this respect
isappraised by Novosadski in the following tribute: "In the clarification
of inscriptions already published Academician S. A. Zhebelev has made
a particularly great contribution. He often finds in them new facts, new
features not observed by other scholars. After his revision an inscription
published long ago often appears to us as if for the first time." These
new studies of old source material have often been used by Zhebelev as
the basis for historical essays, a few of which may be mentioned here.

In his article on "Miletus and Olbia" Zhebelev discusses the mutual
relations of Miletus and her colony and gives in full the text of a treaty
of isopolity between the two cities, which he assigns to the year 331 B.C.
when Alexander's general Zopyrion was laying siege to Olbia. In the
"Rise of the Tauric Chersonese"^® Zhebelev, after a restudy of the
source material, attributes the founding of Chersonesus (as a Tean trad
ing station) to the sixth century B.C. In a study of the inscription con
taining the "Chersonesian oath,"^^ Zhebelev made a new translation of
the document and in his commentary showed that this was not, as
Latyshev had supposed, the usual oath administered to citizens upon
their reaching maturity, but was connected with the special circum
stances of a recent unsuccessful attempt to overthrow the democratic
government of Chersonesus.

Zhebelev wrote a number of articles on the history of the kingdom of
the Bosporus,^® which he considered particularly important for its evi
dence of the close economic and cultural ties between the Creeks and
the native populations (Scythians and Sarmations). This mutual inter-
penetration was so great that "one should speak of the Bosporus not as a
Creek state, but as a Scytho-Creek or Sarmato-Creek state." His best
known work on the Bosporan kingdom was based on a new translation
and interpretation of an inscription found in Chersonesus in 1878 con
taining a decree in honor of Diophantus, officer of Mithridates Eupator
of Pontus, who put down a revolt of Scythians in the second century

Novosadski, op. cit., p. 212. On Zhebelev's contributions to the study of the Black Sea area
in antiquity, see the article by his pupil D. P. Kalistov in VDI, 1940, No. 1.

IsvesHya Akademii natik SSSR, for 1929, Vol. XII, ser. 6, pp. 427-435. The inscription here
discussed by Zhebelev was found at Miletus and first published by A. Rehra in Milet III Da*
Delphinion in Milet, Berlin, 1914, 289 (165), No. 136.

Doklady Akademii nauk SSSR, issue no. 9, pp. 157-162.
Isvestiya Akademii nauk SSSR, No. 10 for 1935, pp. 913-939.

^ "Osnovnyie linii ekonomicheskovo razvitiya Bosporskovo gosudarstva" (Basic Lines of
Economic Development of the Bosporan State), Isvestiya Akademii nauk SSSR, No. 8 for 1934,
p. 589; No. 9, pp. 661 ff.; "Bosporskiye etyudy" (Bosporan Studies), Isvestiya Akademii istorii
matenalnoi kultury, issue no. 104, 1935.

A. Mishulin's article on Zhebelev, cited above, n. 10, p. 76.
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c ^ sources touching on the background of this eventand of the inscription itself led Zhebelev to the conclusion that Sauma-
os, the leader of the revolt, was a Scythian slave, as were his followers,

to in the inscription was a slave revolt.®^
1* 1 Scythian slaves in the Bosporus , . . was one of thein sin t at ong chain of slave revolts that flared up, and were sometimes
o a very t reatening nature, in the last third of the second century."

ut e revo t in Ae Bosporus, according to Zhebelev, differed from the
s ave revo ts m bios, Sicily, Capua, Asia Minor, Delos, and Attica in
that in the Bosporan revolt were combined "the open manifestation of
sharp class struggle and the elements of a national-ethnic movement."

In his review Novosadski lists epigraphical studies of the Black Sea
area y . Marti, N. V. Mallitski, A. I. Amiranashvili, and others,
inc u ing, 0 course, several reports and papers by himself. Of special
value to epigraphists working in this area is the study by A. S. Kotsevalov
on the syntax of Greek inscriptions from the north shore of the Black
bea which includes all inscriptions-on ceramic articles (e.g., on the

^ an es o c^ian, Thasian, and other jars), as well as on stone—that
were round in South Russia up to 1935.^3

Excavation of the Greek colony of Olbia, begun in 1901 by B. Farma-
kovski, was continued under his direction until his death in 1928,®^ and
by others after that date. In 1938 L. M. Slavin, one of the excavation
directors, published a short, popular work on the history and culture of
ancient Olbia, written in the Ukrainian language.®® Academician A. I
T)'umenev has written on the history of Ghersonesus. D. P. Kalistov
and V. N. Dyakov have published several articles on the Black Sea area
in Roman times.®® A. I. Boltunova (Amiranashvili) has specialized in
the history of the Gaucasus in antiquity.

On the whole the record of Soviet historical investigations in the Black
Sea region so far seems to be mainly one of discovery and publication of

coyposiedni Perisad i Skifskoye vosstaniye na Bosnore" CTtip Ta=f j ,
Revolt in the Bosporus), Isvestiya Akademii istorii materialnoi Scythian
article vas published in French as "L'abdication de Pairesades et Ta'revi'dnHn,; ' .1^ j

/ royaume du Bosphore," Revue des etudes grecqucs, Vol XLIX llifi nn ?7 ff scythe dans le
I in Russian in VDI, 1938, No. 3(4), pp. 49 ff. ai^ia, 1936, pp. 17 ff., and republisbed

s' In Ws defense of this thesis Zhebelev undertakes to refute theorieo i,„m i, xt-
Rostovtzeff, and others. For Rostovtzeff's comment see his <!nc{al n ® Minns,Hellenistic World (Oxford, 1941), Vol. Ill (Notes anflndex«),"nni4and"T5"to-cf ^

== VDI, 1938, No. 3(4), pp. 69-71. " "•
V n Syntaxis inscriptionum antiquarum coloniarum araecarum nme . •Ponti Euxtm, Leopoli, 1935, Eos suppl. Vol. XII. aecarum orae septentrxonahs

« For a brief sketch in English of the early history of the excavation of thio .v j c .
.. work of Farmakovski, see M. I. Rostovtzeff's review of B, Pharmakovskv nih;^ I and of the
\ d. J. 1926, Odessa, 1929, in American Journal of Archaeology, Vol. XXXV 1931

®Reviewed by T. Knipovich in VDI, 1938, No. 3(4), pp. 224-225. ' ' '

3-4 Dyakov in VDI, 1939, No. 3; 1940, No.
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primary source material. Although there have been many articles in
the Review of Ancient History and the Bulletins and Re^ports of the
Academy and the G.A.I.M.K. devoted to individual historical prob
lems, such as those by Zhebelev, and a few short historical surveys, such
as Slavin's work on Olbia, no comprehensive treatment of the whole
region has so far appeared. For this we shall probably have to wait until
Volumes III and IV of the Academy's world history are completed.
GREECE AND ROME

The study of Greek and Roman sites on the shores of the Black Sea
cannot, of course, be pursued apart from the study of Greece and Rome
proper; furthermore, the history of Greece and Rome is in itself a most
important stage in the historical development of Europe, and hence of
the U.S.S.R. Gonsequently, Soviet historians have done and are doing
a good deal of work in this field. Although much of this work has
necessarily been concerned with material collected and published abroad,
in this case, as to some extent in the oriental field, Soviet scholars have
found a wealth of unpublished Greek and Roman art objects, inscrip
tions, and papyri in the museum storerooms as well as in the private
collections confiscated at the time of the Revolution and added to the
museum collections.®^

A particularly rich store of Greek and Roman papyri was found in
Soviet collections. In Tbilisi, capital of the Georgian Soviet Socialist
Republic, a large group of these documents, dating from the second
century B.G. to the eighth century A.D., has heen issued in several
volumes, including texts and detailed commentary. In 1936 M. Shangin
published fifty Greek astrological manuscripts from Soviet collections as
Volume XII of the Catalogus codicum astrologorum graecorum edited by
F. Gumont in Paris. In his own description of this work for the Review
of Ancient History, Shangin begins by reassuring his vigilantly material
ist Soviet readers "in order to avoid any misunderstandings, that scholars
have studied this subject not because they believe in astrology, not be
cause it in itself is dear to them; it is not the contents of the astrological
texts, essentially wrong or insignificant, but the history of culture which
is illustrated to a large extent by these monuments—that is what interests
the learned editors of the Catalogue." ®®

In the field of epigraphy Zhebelev was again amajor contributor, with
notices of the publication of these "rediscovered" objects, see

note m IP® the American Journal of Archaeology during the twenties. An Wprmitaffe
fn be detected in one notice (Vol. XXVI, 1922. p. Ill) which reports ^^at the Hermitawin Fetrograd ha<? nnt onUr cff-wpri 4.v,p five vears. but has made consiaerablegams in the way of confiscated private collections.

VDI, 1939, No. 1, p. 178.
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new readings, interpretations, and historical commentaries on Greek
inscriptions published abroad. Novosadski mentions a half-dozen of
these in his review of epigraphical studies in the U.S.S.R., already cited.
S. Lurye has also published several historical and philological com
mentaries on Greek inscriptions.®®

The role of slavery, and especially of slave revolts, in Greek and
Roman society has received special attention. Soviet students of the
social structure of antiquity contend not only that the institution of
slavery was the social foundation of Greek and Roman civilization, hut
also that it was the factor mainly responsible for the decline and final
destruction of ancient society as awhole. In 1936 A. V. Mishulin pub
lished abook on the Spartacus revolt in Italy in the first century E.G.,
to which he appended eighty-three pages of documentary material from
ancient sources on the Roman agrarian movement and slave revolts
from the sixth to the first century B.C.«« Zhebelev and Kovalev wrote
on Roman slave revolts in the second and first centuries B.C., and there
have been several other studies of this subject.

B. L. Bogayevski has made a special study of Greece in the Minoan-
Mycenaean period.®^ His conclusion, that the Cretan-Mycenaean cul
ture was oneof a primitive society before the formation of socio-economic
classes, is rejected by most Soviet scholars, who consider it to be the
product of a slave society at an early stage of development, resembling
in structure the societies of the ancient orient. In March 1940 the
Academy of Sciences held a debate on this subject, an account of which

» was published in the Review of Ancient History for 1940 No. 2.
The ancient history of Spain, the story of its colonization by Phoeni-

cmns and Greeks, its conquest by Carthaginians and Romans, and the
effect of all these on the composition of the Spanish population has inter
ested Soviet scholars Peters has written several articles on the com
plicated problems of ethnogenesis, and Mishulin was in 1942 in the
process of writing abig monograph on Spain during the period of Roman

, domination. In the Review of Ancient History for 1939, No. 2, awhole
sectiori of the journal was devoted to the history of Iberia (ancient
Spain).

At the eastern end of the Roman dominions lay the Armenian district,
za Sicd^'articl^ in VDI: 1938, No. 3, "Novoye papirusnoye sviditelstvo o borbe

I Struggle for Sigeum); 1939, No. 1, "Noviye' epigraphical material pu'bHshtd fn

Grctsii'' tTK.. I cee also his article, K izucheniyu vosstani
mm Slave Revolts m Ancient Greece) in VDI, 1939, No. 2.

•'Kri>n Kl™ 1^ published works on this subject are; Krit i Mikeny (Crete and Mycenae), 1924;
(Hfstorv ofThe r w TT Cretan-Mycenaean Epoch), Ch. Ill of Utoriya drevJvo mirkIHistory of the Ancient World), Vol. II, Part I: Drevnyaya Gretsiya.
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part ofwhose territory today forms the Armenian Soviet Socialist Repub
lic. In 1943 the Armenian Branch of the Academy of Sciences of the
U.S.S.R. published a book by Academician Y. A. Manandyan on the
wars between Lucullus and Pompey and the Armenian king Tigranes II
in the first century B.C. (Tigran Vtoroi i Rim). Manandyan had pre
viously published several studies on the economic and historical geog
raphy of ancient Armenia.

Along with research on particular historical and social problems,®^
translations from the works of Greek and Latin authors have been made
by S. P. Kondratyev, Zhebelev, S. Lurye, and others. University texts
have recently appeared on the history of Greek literature (by Professor
S. I. Radtsig, 1940) and Roman literature (by Academician M. M.
Pokrovski, 1942). In 1940 a book on the history of Greek and Roman
education, by G. Y. Zhurakovski, was published in Moscow. The writ
ings of the Greek philosophers have been the subject of special studies
by G. Aleksandrov, S. Lurye, and others.®® The history of ancient
philosophy (including Greek and Roman) is covered in Volume I of
the new seven-volume History of Philoso'phy, the first three volumes of
which have recently been issued by the Institute of Philosophy of the
Academy of Sciences. A. Ranovich has published several articles on the
early history of Christianity and its role in the development of ancient
society,®'̂ a subject that has always interested Soviet historians.

General works on the history of Greece and Rome have been written
or directed by Tyumenev, V. Sergeyev, S. Kovalev, S. Lurye, Mashkin.
In 1936-37 a two-volume history of Greece was produced under the
editorship of Kovalev. The eighteen chapters, taking Greece down to
Ae death of Alexander, were distributed among Kovalev, Zhebelev,
Bogayevski, Tyumenev, R. V. Schmidt, K. M. Kolobova, and Y. G.

agarov. This big collective enterprise (containing more than 600
pages of text in all) was part of a projected History of the Ancient

oj'ld, published by the G.A.I.M.K., which has apparently been super-
od by the new project of the Academy of Sciences, the History of

the World.

,^"nakh" m "IS Peisistratids), ibid., 1939, No. 3; S. Zhebelev, , "fj"" .TyViovorKatiliny i T®. 'Tyranny of the Thirty" in Athens), VDI, 1940, No. 1, Y. ^no , ^
ATekT'l '̂S^y '̂b.^^a" (The Catilinian Conspiracy and Its ^. ^ G 41,1 =5°tsialnaya haza" (The C'Srirtoteivn fSS^indrov, Aristotel, 1940.

®«ract nf ilThe Social r>.>:.:^_,'
io:ifT°f it

tianrty®|"„d'''lts"U^"='=""P«'-vonachalnoye khristianstvo i evo istoricheskaya rol" (Primitive Cbns-ris Historical Role), VDI, 1939, No. 2.

linian Conspiracy ano j.i»
/irtstotel, 1940. S. Kechekyan, Obshchestvenno-pohtichesdiye ^

1-Political Vietys of Aristotle), This lator work is not .
cremya
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Academician Tyumenev has written several books on Greek history,
one intended for the general reading public on the history of ancient
slave societies (covering Greece, the Hellenistic East, and Rome).®®
The first volume of a history of Greece by S. Lurye appeared in 1940.
On Ae history of Rome V. Sergeyev published a two-volume work in

^ considered to be the first full-length Marxist treatmentof this subject. The second volume, dealing with the empire, is of par-
ticular significance in its approach to the whole problem of the reasons
tor the decline and final end of the "ancient world." This part of
Sergeyev s work is discussed at some length in the review by Ranovich
in the Reviexv of Ancient History for 1938, No. 4.®® Sergeyev has also
written a university text on Greek history, published in 1939 by the
Institute of History of the Academy of Sciences.

Before leaving our survey of Soviet historical studies on the ancient
world, mention should be made of another product of the Academy's
Institute ofHistory. At the opposite end of the scale from the mammoth
world history is the middle-school textbook (for thirteen-year-olds) edited
by Mishulin, The History of the Ancient World. The second edition
of this profusely illustrated little hook was printed in 1941 in 1500 000
copies. Following the Soviet theory that India and China should no't be
separated from the Near East in the study of the ancient orient, the his
tory of these countries is included here.

The peacetime American tourist making a rapid swing around the
Mednerranean with the aid of his Baedeker or Guide hleu was in a
;psition to bring home amore detailed picture of the ground he covered
than the American student of ancient history will receive from the short
survey given here. It is true that very little justice can be done to indi
viduals when the vvork of more than fifty people is included in such
small compass, but it seemed important to try to cover the entire field
however sketchily. Furthermore a really comprehensive and critical
treatment of the work of any one of the scholars mentioned here or of
any one phase of the subject, would have required access to many more
Soviet publications than the present writer was able to obtain. Anvone
familiar with the bibliographical problems facing American students of
any aspect of the Soviet Union will appreciate the difficulty here.

What was an annoying impediment for the author of this survey be-
« See also his Ocherki sotsialno-ekonomicheskoi istorii drevnei Gmtni c •

Economic History of Ancient Greece), 3 vols., 1920-23, and Sushchcstvovnl K i- t'le Soao-
Grctstif (Did Capitalism Exist in Ancient Greece?), 1923, v drevnet

"Also by Sergeyev, "Ocherki po istorii pozdnerimskoi imperii" f.=;tiidiV= ,1, rr- ,
Late Roman Empire), Istorik-Marksist, 1938, Nos. 3 and 5 in which the ? Ih Ijt®
crisis of ancient slave society and the beginnings of the feudal'order inside the Romin Empfr"
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comes a real obstacle for those of its readers who do not read Rus
sian. For if the present article succeeds in its minimum objective—to
give the American student of ancient history some idea of the large and
rapidly expanding production of his colleagues in the U.S.S.R.—what
can such a reader do to learn more about this work? The most complete
set of references to Soviet publications will not help him to get at these
publications, if they are not in American libraries, or to read them, if
perchance they are, without the knowledge of Russian.

This situation poses a problem u'hose solution is long overdue. As
one American scholar, Eugene Golomshtok of the University Museum
in Philadelphia, put it in 1933: "Because of the double barrier of
language and political isolation the progress of scientific investigation in
Russia has remained virtually undisclosed to European and American
specialists since the end of the war." ®^ Golomshtok, an anthropologist
whose interest seems to lie chiefly in the Stone Age, initiated at least a
partial solution of this problem for the field of prehistoric archaeology.
In 1931, under the auspices of the University Museum and with the
cooperation of the Peabody and Fogg museums in Gambridge, Mass.,
Golomshtok made an exploratory trip to the "proverbial 'terra incognita,'
Russia," the results of which he reported in the article just cited. He
returned with "600 photographs, 300 volumes of books, some 20 original
manuscripts to be placed in American journals," other ethnographical
material, and a list of suggestions. These included, among other things,
the compiling of a comprehensive bibliography of Soviet works in lEe
field, translation of the major works, and the founding of aspecial journal
to cover Soviet anthropological and archaeological activities.®®
CPi'^tar as the present writer has been able to ascertain, none of these

excellent suggestions has been realized yet, but Golomshtok's efforts did
have some results besides the material he brought home. Arrangements
were made for the exchange of publications and general information
retween the University Museum (and later the Field Museum of Natural \

istory in Chicago) and several Soviet institutions; in the summer of
1933 the University Museum, jointly with the G.A.I.M.K., sponsored

to the Crimea to investigate a Gothic site; and at least one
? the articles Golomshtok brought home from his first trip was published
m an American Journal.®®

series) ,^^30Activities in Soviet Russia," American Anthropologist, Vol. XXXV (new
325-326.

XXXVTT "The pazirik Burial of Altai," American Journal of Archaeology, Vol.
5 (Oc^fnRpt. 1933 expedition, see University Museum Bulletin, Vol. iV, No.
"The ni«4 Q* ^ ^ (January 1934). See also the monumental work by Golomshtok,
Vol XYty / ^ropean Russia," Transactions of the American Philosophical Society,vol. AAIX (new series), Part IT, March, 1938.
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Beginning with 1936 a series of summary articles by Henry Field of
the Field Museum andEugene Prostov of the Iowa State College Library
was published in the American Anthropologist and other learned jour
nals.^*' In 1938 Field and Prostov became contributing editors on the
U.S.S.R. for the "Archaeological News and Discussions" department of
the American Journal of Archaeology. The information provided in
these journals is of a summary nature and is confined to the results of
archaeological investigations on Soviet territory; the results obtained,
however, show that the obstacles to a broader knowledge in this country
of Soviet studies in the history of the ancient orient, Greece, and Rome
are not insuperable.

As the present survey has tried to suggest, there is an enormous new
development, amounting to a renaissance, in historical studies in the
U.S.S.R. today. Not all of this work is first class, as the often acidly
critical reviews in Soviet publications indicate. But there is much that
is interesting and new, starting with the philosophic approach to his
torical problems thathas been noted here. Furthermore, although there
is obviously a great eagerness on the part of Soviet scholars to keep in
formed of the work being done abroad, the presentwriterhas come across
more than one evidence that not all our publications reach the Soviet
Union.

Just now, of course, transport facilities between the two countries are
monopolized by tanks, airplanes, and other military paraphernalia and
personnel. But if even during the war the medical profession was able
to establish an American Journal of Soviet Medicine (edited by Dr.
Henry E. Sigerist of the Johns Hopkins University), there is no reason
why students of ancient history should not adopt a postwar program
aimed at the realization of Mr. Golomshtok's three suggestions on an
exchange basis: (1) an American bibliography of Soviet publications,
and a Soviet bibliography of American publications; (2) translations of
the major works produced in each country; and (3) a regular exchange
of information and discussion in learned journals here and in the
Soviet Union.

"For a full list of these articles, see American Anthropologist, Vol. XLIV (new aeries),
1942, p. 406, n. 10.
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